
By: Douglas W Schoeninger, PhD, a practicing clinical psychologist and former president 

of ACTheals (www.actheals.org), an interdisciplinary organization of healthcare 

providers and associates dedicated to advancing Christ-centered healthcare one healer 

at a time. 

Over the past 6 years, through the training provided first by Joanna Zeiner and Russ Parker, ACTheals has 

gradually incorporated Christian Listening training as part of its core curriculum. First, key ACTheals members 

received Christian Listeners training: Denise Dolff, Robert Sears, Katsey Long, Ellen Nolan and me, Douglas 

Schoeninger. Denise, Katsey, Ellen and I continued training and became teachers of CL as well. 

This past September, 2014, Denise and I took a further step by developing a 3-part Christian Listener 

Workshop for healthcare providers attending the ACTheals International Conference. We are excited that 

this course will be now be fashioned into part of ACTheals basic curriculum.  

As I have sought God’s leading regarding the importance of listening in healthcare, my understanding has 

been deepened by many persons, experiences and resources: 

 “I am able to make 80% diagnosis through listening carefully to the patient’s account of their 
story.” (paraphrase from a Christian MD) 

 “For trust to build between my patients and me, I must listen to their story. On this treatment 
options and compliance depends.” (paraphrase of a Christian MD) 

 “When I listen to a patient, I use the patients’ own words. This seems to open up the patient to 
elaborate.” (paraphrase of a Christian MD) 

 Cleveland Clinic: YouTube Video: Everybody has a story 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=cDDWvj_q-o8. This video not only 
emphasizes that “Everybody has a story,” it also asks the question, “Would we treat people differently if 
we knew their story?” 

In healthcare practice we listen to: 
 Imagine what is real for the patient (and patient’s family) and for oneself 

 Make room for each patient’s story and experience 

 Give Credit: speak the value received in what a patient has shared. 

 Acknowledge Context: The patient’s current life situation, place, people, pets, things. 

 Identify Resources: Inquire of resources in the patient’s life, experience and relationships, purpose and 
plans. 
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Research findings show that the 15-minute 
physician visit can no longer accomplish what 
society expects: 
 Fifty percent of patients leave the office visit with-

out understanding what advice their physician 
gave.   

 Physicians, according to 1 study, interrupted patients’ initial statement of their problem in an average of 23 sec-
onds; in 25% of visits the patient was unable to express his/her concerns at all.  

 Forty-two percent of primary care physicians report not having adequate time to spend with their patients.  

You Need to Talk: We Have Time to Listen  
How can listening, used as a deliberate healing tool, affect not only the physician/patient relationship, but enhance 
the healing process? Listed are two brief examples: 

 Evaluation of a listening service for General Practice Patients based in Inverness, Scotland: Prepared by Dr. 
Harriet Mowat. This pilot listening service started in January 2010. Patients who participated in the listening ses-
sions were calmer, more able to talk to family, and build and sustain better relationships with family, more able 
to return to church, accept the death of a loved one, leave the past behind, change a way of thinking, socialize, 
and were keeping a diary and reading more. 

 Research shows that feeling safe aids in healing:  
“The neural circuit of social interaction and social engagement is the same neural circuit that supports health, 
growth and restoration. Safety is the critical feature here. If our nervous system detects safety, then it’s no longer 
defensive. When it’s no longer defensive, then those circuits support health, growth and restoration…. When 

we’re safe, magical things occur...”  (Porges, S. and  Buczynski R., 2013).  
 

 
 

Spirituality & Health: A Common Thread 
A soul is never sick alone 

 We don't know how to make a broken system work.  

 We do know how to be present, to listen, elicit trust, be fair, 
strengthen  confidence, and smooth some paths  toward healing. 

 We know that when the spirit is wounded, the will is broken, and the 
 mind is conflicted, the body surrenders (Barbara R Krasner) 

 

Christian Listeners USA, an initiative of the Institute for Chris-
tian Healing  

Through training in the Christian Listener model, medical truth, and per-
sonal experience, ACTheals has welcomed Christian Listeners as a core 
skill and curriculum for healthcare providers and healing ministers. AC-
Theals members, thus, learn to: 

 Develop skills for listening to others, patients, their families and other 
 colleagues with the heart of Jesus Christ in order to 

 Provide a safe place for patients, their families and colleagues to 
 come as they are and tell their story.  

“Deep listening to ourselves, to God, and to 
our patients, their families  

and our colleagues is so important in 
healthcare.” 
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Mobile Phone: (830) 261-0898 

Email: clusa.dot@gmail.com 
 

 

We’re on the web @ 
www.christianlistenersusa.org 

 

Get social with us! 

Christian 

Listeners USA 

 Negotiating: Introduction to 

Christian Listening: Level 1 

course May 17, 2015 in 

Charleston, SC. 

 Joanna Zeiner’s retirement as 

Director of Training for CLUSA in 

May 2015. 

 CLUSA’s planned restructuring of 

some of the basic CL training 

into more of an audio/visual/

web-based technology. 

 Our need for passionate people 

with the skill-sets to help us grow 

into our new formats. 

 Financial support to accomplish 

our growing vision! 

Pray with us, please! 

HEALING THROUGH CHRISTIAN LISTENING 

How good listening is essential to the Healing Ministry 
 

Friday evening, April 17th, and Saturday, April 18th, 2015  
 

Avon Lake Presbyterian Church 
32340 Electric Blvd. 

Avon Lake, Ohio 44012  
http://westshoreosl.org/events.htm 

 

 Christian Listening will be the focus for this 2015 conference. It 
will be led by CLUSA teachers and veteran OSL members Carol and 
David Ball. Please contact the website above for more details. 

The Order of St. Luke’s leadership has endorsed CLUSA training as  
an appropriate follow-up for those who have completed  

the OSL initial study for membership.  

OSL Conference 

Called to Listen: Level 3 
HEALING BEGINS WITH LISTENING! 

The first duty of love is to listen! (Paul Tillich) 
 

This third level of Christian Listener training will be held at the      
historic Moye Center, in Castroville, TX. 

August 14-17, 2015 
(Arrivals on the 13th and departures on the 18th) 

$650 fee inclusive of materials, accommodation and catering. 
 

Prerequisite: Attendees must have completed both the Importance 
of Listening: Level 1 and Listening for Life: Level 2 courses. For more 

information please email Joanna Zeiner at clusa.dot@gmail.com.  
 

Registration is limited, so be sure to contact us ASAP. So far regis-
trants come from Virginia, Florida, Iowa, and California! This course 
will help you 

 grow in self-awareness and discipline,  

 learn to help someone confront pain in a safe, non-judgmental 
hearing, thereby opening doors to healing and eventual recon-
ciliation within oneself, with others, and with God,  

 grow in your own vibrant, Christian spirituality, and  

 understand more fully how we can be facilitators of God’s heal-
ing grace through the discipline of good listening. 

 
Successful completion of this course includes  

an assessment of applied skills and may qualify the student  
as a Certified Christian Listener! 

Listening is the new radical act of healing! 
The Reverend Rowan Williams, former Archbishop of Canterbury 
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